Semmel Concerts & RCI Global present

Hans Zimmer Live
European Tour 2023
The Concert Sensation Returns
Following the immense success of 2022 tour:
“Performed live, the magnitude of his music is more powerful than ever… ★★★★★”
The i paper
“This show proved he is a true musical genius….. ★★★★★”
The Sun
“A cinematic juggernaut of a show”
The Daily Telegraph
“The Total Show”
Rolling Stone
“There are packed stadiums where pop stars or elite footballers
aren't adored as much as this.”
Manchester Evening News
Following the roaring success of this year’s “Hans Zimmer Live” in the UK & Europe, we are proud to
announce the continuation of Hans Zimmer’s smash-hit tour in 2023. From April 2023, the rock star of
film composers will return with his outstanding live band and orchestra for the “Hans Zimmer Live –
Europe Tour 2023”. This arena tour will comprise concerts in 15 countries, including new stops in
Portugal, Spain, Slovakia and Germany.
Hans Zimmer wowed the audiences during the tour in 2022, with sell out shows and an incredible critical
reception, with The Sun citing Zimmer as “a true musical genius”, The Evening News describing the
performance as “A-Once-In-A-Lifetime-Concert” and The i paper giving 5 stars “Performed live, the
magnitude of his music is more powerful than ever… ★★★★★”.
In a groundbreaking audio and visual show, the multiple Academy Award® and Grammy winning
Zimmer, his band and the Odessa Orchestra & Friends will perform the composer’s worldwide
successes. The newly arranged concert suites include music from GLADIATOR, PIRATES OF THE
CARIBBEAN, THE DARK KNIGHT, INTERSTELLAR, THE LION KING, THE LAST SAMURAI and
DUNE, for which Zimmer received his second Academy Award® during his previous tour stop in
Amsterdam.
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“I’m thrilled to return to the stage for another tour in Europe and excited to share this phenomenal show
that the band and I are preparing for,” said Zimmer. “I’m grateful to be able to play our music that brings
together so many people for a truly unforgettable experience.”

About Hans Zimmer
Hans Zimmer has scored more than 500 projects across all mediums, which, combined, have grossed
more than 28 billion dollars at the worldwide box office. Zimmer has been honored with two Academy
Awards®, three Golden Globes®, four Grammys®, an American Music Award, and a Tony® Award. His
work highlights include Dune, No Time to Die, Gladiator, The Thin Red Line, As Good as It Gets, Rain
Man, The Dark Knight trilogy, Inception, Thelma and Louise, The Last Samurai, 12 Years A Slave, Blade
Runner 2049 (co-scored w/ Benjamin Wallfisch) and Dunkirk, as well as recent film scores including
Top Gun: Maverick, Wonder Woman 1984 and The SpongeBob Movie: Sponge on the Run. Most
recently, Zimmer won the Academy Award® for Best Achievement in Music Written for Motion Pictures
for Dune. In 2019, Zimmer scored the live-action remake of The Lion King, for which he received a
Grammy® nomination for Best Score Soundtrack for Visual Media.
Zimmer has completed highly successful “Hans Zimmer Live” tour stops around the globe and most
recently concluded the first leg of his European tour in April 2022.

About Semmel Concerts
Semmel Concerts Entertainment GmbH is one of the leading live event promoters in Europe and has
for years ranked among POLLSTAR’s Top 10 promoters worldwide. Together with CTS Eventim AG,
Europe’s biggest ticket service provider, the company has taken on a leading national and international
position under the umbrella of the EVENTIM LIVE entertainment network. The Semmel Concerts
network has roughly 150 employees at eight offices throughout Germany. The company also holds
shares in Promoters Group Munich and Arena Berlin Betriebs GmbH, and has been the sole shareholder
of Show Factory Entertainment GmbH in Vienna since 2020.
In addition to Semmel Concerts division, the company structure also includes Semmel Exhibitions and
Semmel Artists & Events. Dieter Semmelmann is the CEO of the company. With a range of national and
international themes and a variety of in-house productions, the company organises more than 1,500
events with over 5 million visitors each year. Semmel Concerts Entertainment GmbH has earned several
Live Entertainment Awards (LEA), including “Promoter of the Year”.

About RCI
RCI Global, founded by Steven Kofsky and Hans Zimmer and based in Santa Monica, focuses on live
entertainment and special projects. RCI Global also co-produced the previous Hans Zimmer Live shows.
Hans Zimmer Live on social media
WEBPAGE – INSTAGRAM – FACEBOOK – TWITTER
Hans Zimmer on social media
INSTAGRAM – FACEBOOK – TWITTER - YOUTUBE
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